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ProDemand® Wiring Diagrams 
Streamlined diagram navigation and 
automatic highlighting

Are you tired of searching through multiple pages 
to find a single wiring diagram for your selected 
component? Never again! ProDemand’s legendary 
wiring diagrams now feature intelligent navigation 
that takes you directly to the specific diagram for 
the component you searched for — with traces 
automatically highlighted! It’s faster and easier than 
ever to find the exact wiring diagram you need for 
an efficient and accurate diagnosis.

Auto repair professionals have loved Mitchell 1 
wiring diagrams for generations. Now there is even 
more to love:

Navigate to wiring diagrams for the component
When navigating to wiring diagrams through 1Search Plus, ProDemand opens the diagram for the 
specific component you have entered as a search term. Today’s advanced vehicles can have up to 
16 pages of engine performance diagrams. But with ProDemand, there’s no need to hunt through 
all those pages. Simply enter a component, click search, and you’re there.

Component wires highlight automatically
ProDemand not only takes you to the specific diagram, but when you open that diagram the 
component will be in focus with all the traces already highlighted. With a single click, you can view 
other components and toggle highlighting of associated wires for each component. You instantly 
see all wires relevant to the component — no need to click each wire separately.

Simplified viewing of complex diagrams
Have a diagram with multiple pages? No problem — highlighting extends across all the pages until 
the circuit reaches its termination point. No more “eye charts” that force you to match up wires from 
page to page. And as you navigate to the next or previous diagram, ProDemand also maintains 
zoom and orientation. Forget about having to reset the view every time you open a new page.  

Detail or big picture – you can have it all
When you want to dive in deeper and hide non-highlighted wires, hidden wires appear faded but 
do not disappear entirely. So you see the detail you need, but still have the big picture view of items 
included in the full diagram.

Our legendary wiring diagrams just got smarter!


